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Vitrum 400
wall mounted,
illuminated,
poster cases and
notice boards

_________________________________________________________________________
With a wide range of range of options, the Vitrum 400 is one of the most versatile wall mounted poster
cases suitable for outdoor use currently available. It can also be used to accommodate multiple notices
and can be made to bespoke specifications if required.
The Vitrum Range
All poster cases within the Vitrum range are superbly engineered using aluminium profiles and have an attractive,
contemporary styled frame with ceramic borders.
They are designed for outdoor use, though look equally at home inside a building, and are secure, watertight and
lockable.
The 5mm ESG toughened glass covers are side or top hinged using gas cylinders that allow easy access to change
or update graphics content. The covers are secured with a unique pressurised locking mechanism which will resist
all but the most aggressive vandalism.
Vitrum poster cases are available either non-illuminated or with LED powered back lit illumination. The unique
design of the LED sheet produces an exceptional brightness with even lighting across the entire panel which other
forms of lighting cannot match. The LED panel has its own aluminium frame which cleverly holds the image directly
behind the glass covers producing a stunning effect.
The LED lighting system carries a guarantee of 50,000 hours of illumination with no servicing required and uses just
one third of the energy of traditional lighting.
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Model

Accepts

Size – overall size of case (w x h)

Size – visual size (w x h)

V400A3

A3 landscape or portrait

520 x 400 mm

400 x 277 mm

V400A2

A2 landscape or portrait

520 x 695 mm

400 x 574 mm

V400A1

A1 landscape or portrait

940 x 695 mm

821 x 574 mm

V400A0

A0 landscape or portrait

1290 x 940 mm

1169 x 821 mm

Standard Vitrum 400
White printed ceramic borders
White magnetic steel back plate for multiple
notices
Sizes A3, A2, A1, A0
Side hinged with security locks on the side

Options
Top hinged with gas cylinders Landscape or
portrait
Top or back lit LED illumination
Custom sizes
Wide range of colours and finishes
Landscape or portrait format
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Top hinged Vitrum 400
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